Indeed Apply

Get up to 8X more applicants.1
Indeed Apply is an easy, mobile-optimized application process that helps you get more
applicants and provides a better experience for job seekers.

Easy for job seekers
Indeed Apply makes it easy for job seekers to apply
using their Indeed resume. More than 120 million
job seekers have already created or uploaded their
resume on Indeed, and now they can submit their
resume and apply to your job in just a few clicks.

Stand out in search results
Jobs with Indeed Apply get 12% more clicks than
jobs without Indeed Apply.2 It’s like free, built-in
SEO for your jobs.

Mobile-optimized
Top candidates are searching for jobs on mobile right
now. In fact, 65% of Indeed job search traffic comes
from mobile devices.1 With Indeed Apply, candidates
can easily apply to your job from any device, helping
you reach millions of mobile job seekers.

Custom screening questions
Indeed Apply supports screening questions and
can be easily customized for most application
processes so you get the information you need
to make hiring decisions.

Ready to begin? Learn more here: indeed.com/hire/mobile-recruiting
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Easy for employers,
easy for job seekers
Applicants can easily “Apply Now” directly from
Indeed’s site or mobile app with their Indeed
Resume or they can upload a new one.
After the application is complete, the application
appears in your Applicant Tracking System (ATS)
as usual.

Two ways you can get the benefits of Indeed Apply
for your job listings:
1. Use an Applicant Tracking System (ATS)
that integrates with Indeed

2. Post jobs directly to Indeed

Over 200 Applicant Tracking Systems have integrated

If you aren’t currently using an Applicant Tracking

with Indeed and offer Indeed Apply to employers

System, you can post your job directly on Indeed at

like you. When you use an ATS that’s connected to

indeed.com/hire. All jobs posted on Indeed

Indeed, jobs you create in your ATS are delivered to

automatically include Indeed Apply.

Indeed via an XML feed and include Indeed Apply.
To find out if your ATS is integrated with Indeed,
visit indeed.com/hire/ats-integration and talk to
your ATS about ensuring Indeed Apply is turned
on for all your jobs.

Your next hire is here.
More people find jobs on Indeed than anywhere else. Over 200 million visitors
each month search for jobs, post resumes and research companies on Indeed.
Source: Google Analytics, Unique Visitors, September 2016
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